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CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

UNLOCKING BREAKTHROUGH CAPABILITIES FOR INDUSTRY LEADERS & START-UPS
Value Proposition:

Smart business technology ecosystems require the synthesis of pieces of the IT leadership puzzle. Reap the benefits of
14 years of global expertise as the driving force behind disruptive corporate and commercial technology innovation.
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How I bring the pieces together:
 Took companies to the cusp of industry stardom
and beyond in FinTech, social networking, artificial
intelligence, and mobile and cloud solutions.
 Pioneered and deployed SaaS managed services
model across North America, EMEA, and APAC.
 Turnaround expert – obliterated millions in costs
and catapulted performance of teams of 500+.
 Integrated 10+ mergers and acquisitions (M&A).
 Distilled complex challenges into manageable
parts and led task forces to tackle them.

CAREER TRAJECTORY
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Wide-Angle Lens
2014 – 2019

Interactive Software, Inc. – New York, NY
A leading developer of global interactive entertainment for consumers.

Brought in to build and steer newly-formed global IT team supporting 20+
international offices and engineering projects for subsidiary gaming labels, including
Rockstar Games and 2K Games. Guided ~15 concurrent infrastructure projects.
Oversaw vendor relationships and $1.5M global IT infrastructure budget. Directed
incident management for 170K+ monitored services and monitoring of 2K virtual
servers, VMware environment, and engineering support.

 Unleashing disruptive solutions
Ramped up incident response from 2+ hours to 5 minutes by introducing global
policy and solution with enriched monitoring, on-call, after-hours rotation, and userfriendly incident reporting platform.
Accelerated identification of impending revenue-impacting outages and enabled
proactive remediation. Centralized monitoring, reporting, and graphing of core
business services company-wide, exposing trends and patterns, by building Network
Operations Center (NOC) for company-wide 24-hour monitoring and response.

Business Intelligence (BI)
Data Analytics
Artificial Intelligence
FinTech
Enterprise Solutions
SaaS
Cloud Computing
IT Security
Data Analytics
Business Continuity
Disaster Recovery
Enterprise Infrastructure
Architecture
Data Warehousing
Data Centers
Virtualization
Six Sigma, Agile & Scrum
DevOps

 Synergistic leadership
Broke down silos to strengthen collaboration and trust between game label engineers and IT team, fueling a DevOpsfriendly environment. Opened dialogue and instituted formal communication standards to extend engineer access to
counterparts for assistance; pivoted operational tasks from label engineers to focus efforts on game systems.
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CAREER TRAJECTORY (CONTINUED)
VICE PRESIDENT OF TECHNOLOGY, CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
TopHat, Inc.

2010 – 2014

A social and mobile technology company that owns and operates social networks and an iOS messaging app.

Recruited to own the technology innovation vision, strategy, and roadmap. Led product engineering, quality assurance,
and production infrastructure operation. Liaised with business stakeholders. Drove high-volume projects using agile and
scrum approach. Prepared business cases and influenced consensus. Appraised and negotiated vendor contracts.

 Operational and team transformation
Skyrocketed staff retention to 96% by infusing clear product
direction. Proposed and influenced hire of VP, Product
Management to position product roadmap/strategy.
Amplified infrastructure availability to 99.99% by
revamping architecture, improving issue management, and
rolling out quality improvements processes.

Hybrid cloud strategy –
shaved 25% off infrastructure
operating costs.

 Eradication of long-standing problems
Transitioned organization from reactive to proactive
incident management by revamping monitoring and
incident response policies.

Post-mortem process
for release failures –
slashed failures 60%.
Global incident response
solution – sped response 96%.

DIRECTOR, GLOBAL HOSTING CLOUD OPERATIONS

2005 – 2010

Power Communications, Inc.
Multinational computer software technology corporation that provides speech recognition and artificial intelligence solutions.

Spearheaded thought leadership, development, and launch of global IT strategy. Administered $76M+ budget. Managed
cross-functional team, KPIs, enterprise projects, change management, and services adoption.

 Strategic innovation for the customer experience
Recharged customer experience, winning approval and ~$200K budget to deploy and support chatbot to assist
customers. Guided team in researching artificial intelligence and machine learning; developed chatbot proof of concept.
Unveiled self-service hosted cloud services for product engineering and management with elasticity to external cloud
providers by steering build of Nuance Private cloud service.
Boosted success of production deployments by establishing first-ever technical architecture governance board.
 Global reach
Rolled out company’s SaaS managed services model across North America, EMEA, and APAC regions, heading the
infrastructure architecture strategy.
Integrated 3 M&As and played a pivotal role in technology due diligence on 8+ M&As.
Commandeered the end-to-end build and launch of a globally-distributed datacenter and network infrastructure.

CERTIFICATIONS
Six Sigma Green Belt │ Certified Scrum Master (CSM) │ Project Management Professional (PMP)

EDUCATION
MBA, Information Technology Management, Western International University – Tempe, AZ
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To draw visual interest, Al’s first name is listed vertically beside his last name with his title, “Chief Technology Officer,”
listed below as a sort of logo for his “brand.” The overarching result he delivers is called out on the line below his name,
title, and contact information, as unlocking breakthrough capabilities.
Al has 14 years of experience in leading technology for both large corporations and start-ups. The strategy for his resume
was to use an analogy to a puzzle to illustrate the facets required for a CTO role and how he fits those pieces together.
Also, as a unique tactic to draw the reader in, his summary paragraph begins with a statement in the second person,
directly to the employer/reader, followed by a statement that invites the reader to “reap the benefits” of his expertise.
The puzzle illustration names the critical expertise and elements of a high-caliber technology leader. The box to the right
of the puzzle demonstrates how he fits all those pieces, calling out key wins delivered in each area.
Al’s major skills across the business technology space are listed on the right side of the page under “Wide-Angle Lens” to
show his abilities in emerging, in-demand areas, such as data analytics, artificial intelligence, and FinTech, as well as
talents in various methodologies and operating models, like agile and DevOps.
Al’s experience includes a description of each company, since some are lesser-known start-ups. His job duties are in
paragraphs preceding bulleted achievements that further exemplify his abilities in each of the puzzle piece areas.
Page two continues with the puzzle theme, including a box on the right with the word, “Solution,” across it and three key
accomplishments.
The resume concludes with Al’s certifications and education.

